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Abstract

In this paper we present a method of estimating the conductivity in a bounded 2D domain at multiple

spatial resolutions given boundary excitations and measurements. We formulate the problem as a maximum

likelihood estimation problem and present an algorithm that consists of a sequence of estimates at succes-

sively finer scales. By exploiting the structure of the physics, we have divided the problem at each scale into

two linear subproblems, each of which is solved using parallelizable relaxation schemes. We demonstrate the

success of our algorithm on synthetic data as well as present numerical results based on using the algorithm

as a tool for exploring estimation performance, the well-posedness of the problem, and the effects of fine-scale

variations on coarse scale estimates. We also present examples based on analytical results that further the

understanding of these issues. Our results suggest the use of inhomogeneous spatial scales as a possible way

of overcoming ill-posedness at points far away from the boundary.
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1 Introduction

Imaging the electrical conductivity in the cross-section of an object by numerical inversion of low-

frequency, electromagnetic boundary data has applications in various fields of engineering; e.g. ex-

ploratory geophysics[4]. The problem involves determining the conductivity in a closed 2D domain

by first applying DC voltage excitations along the boundary and then inverting the resulting DC

current measurements normal to the boundary.

Two major difficulties with this 2D signal processing problem are its well-posedness and the

computational complexity of the algorithms that provide solutions. With regard to the former, it is

generally not possible to resolve arbitrarily fine spatial fluctuations in an object, especially at points

distant from the boundary. Indeed one would expect that as finer resolution inversions are sought,

i.e. as the number of degrees of freedom in the model increases, performance would deteriorate.

Indeed one danger in seeking an inversion at too fine a resolution is that one may corrupt the

estimation of lower resolution features. Also, as the number of degrees of freedom increases, the

apparent computational complexity of the required algorithms increases dramatically.

In this paper we present an approach to this problem that was directly motivated by a desire to

overcome these difficulties. Specifically, we consider the estimation of the conductivity at a sequence

of increasingly fine resolutions. One motivation for such a structure is the desire to preserve the

quality of lower resolution estimates while still allowing the possibility of attempting higher resolution

reconstructions. A second is that by tying this sequence of inversions together, we may be able to

achieve substantial computational savings. Specifically, lower resolution reconstructions require far

less computation than those at higher resolution. Thus, if we can use coarse-scale inversions to

guide those at finer scales, we may obtain an algorithmic structure in which most of the work at any

particular scale has actually been done at coarser(and computationally simpler) scales. Note that
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this philosophy bears some similarity in spirit to so-called multi-grid methods for solving partial

differential equations[2][6], although full multi-grid methods have both coarse-to-fine and fine-to-

coarse processing.

The framework and method we develop here is based on the maximum likelihood(ML) estimation

of a pixelated version of the conductivity profile a, where a series of pixelation scales is considered.

This framework provides us with an extremely useful set of tools to quantify how performance varies

with scale. Furthermore, by exploiting the structure of the physical equations we find that not only

do we achieve the computational savings hoped for by using a coarse-to-fine estimation structure

but we actually obtain much more. Specifically, although the overall inversion problem is highly

nonlinear, we develop an iterative relaxation algorithm that alternates between two linear inverse

problems. Furthermore, both of these problems are highly parallelizable and in fact the parallel

pieces of these look the same at all scales; i.e. at each scale we have the same, parallel problems to

solve. Only the number of these problems increases with resolution.

In the next section we present the physical equations for our problem, a 2D piecewise constant

model for a, and the resulting ML equation. We also discuss how we exploit the structure of the

problem in developing an iterative, highly parallelizable algorithm for computing the ML estimate

of a at any particular scale and then present our overall algorithm for estimating a at multiple

scales. In Section 3 we present both analytical and numerical results on estimation performance as a

function of spatial scale. In particular the Cramer-Rao bound provides us with one tool with which

to investigate how performance degrades with scale. Also, an important question concerns the effect

of fine-scale variations on coarse-scale estimation. We analyze this problem as well and demonstrate

that coarse estimates are robust in the presence of such variations. Finally, in Section 4 we present

numerical results of applying our algorithm to simulated, noisy data. Our results show that coarse

scale information can be used to improve the computational efficiency of the algorithm at a finer
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scale. Our results also suggest the use of inhomogeneous spatial scales for a in order to accommodate

for the fact that estimation performance deteriorates at points inward from the boundary.

2 Problem Formulation and Multi-resolution Estimation

2.1 Physical Equations and ML Estimation

The problem we consider is the estimation of the conductivity o(z, y) of an object confined to the unit

square given the results of a set of experiments. Each such experiment consists of the application of

a known potential on the boundary of the square and the (noise-corrupted)measurements of current

around the boundary. If we use the subscript i to index the number of the experiment, the physics

of the problem reduces[3] to the following set of equations:

V a(, y)Vi(x, y) = 0 (2.1)

for 0 < z < 1,0 < y < 1, where Oi is the potential for the ith experiment with known, applied

boundary conditions

Xi(s) = Bi(s) , ser (2.2)

where r is the boundary of the unit square. If we assume for the moment that current measurements

are made continuously around the boundary, our measurements take the form

ri(s) = a(s) () + vi(s) (2.3)

where '- denotes normal derivative and vi(s) denotes the measurement noise which, for simplicity,

we model as being independent from experiment to experiment, Gaussian, and white with intensity

3-1 for each experiment.

We begin our discretization of the problem by examining the equations when a(z, y) is piecewise-

constant. Specifically, with an eye toward our eventual multi-scale algorithm, consider the case in

which the unit square is divided into N x N smaller squares or pizels and suppose that a is constant
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Figure 1: Example of 4x4 Pixelation of ar

on each of these. Thus, a is represented by a finite vector indexed lexicographically as illustrated in

Figure 1(the same indexing will also be used for other quantities associated with each small square).

Note now that within each pixel the differential equation (2.1) simplifies to Laplace's equation,

V20 = 0 (2.4)

which does not depend on a. The dependence on a in this case comes from the integral form of

Gauss' Law which provides constraints on the boundary conditions for (2.4) along the interior edges

of the pixels. Namely, the normal current must be continuous across each interior edge. The normal

current along an edge is simply equal to the derivative of 4i in the direction normal to that edge

multiplied by the value of a in the square with which the edge is associated. Note that since a is

discontinuous across an edge V4i is also discontinuous across that edge, making what one calls the

normal derivative of Xi along an edge dependent on the side of the edge to which one is referring.

Figure 2 illustrates this for a particular vertical edge. These continuity conditions serve in effect to

couple the solutions in the various pixels and to introduce the dependence on a.
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Figure 2: Continuity of Normal Current Across an Edge

2.2 Maximum Likelihood Estimation

The ML estimate of the conductivity profile given the measurements (2.3) is obtained by minimizing

= E|(ri() - c(s rai ()( )2 (2.5)

(here a could be either piecewise-constant or continuously varying) where M is the number of

experiments. This formula is deceptively simple. Indeed what makes the optimization of (2.5) non-

trivial in this case is the fact that the normal derivative function, "", is an extremely complicated

function of a. That is, to evaluate (2.5) for one candidate profile a(x, y) requires the complete forward

solution of (2.1) for r(x, y) continuously varying or the set of coupled solutions to (2.4) in all pixels

with the continuity constraint imposed across all interior edges. Evaluating the gradient of (2.5)

with respect to a is obviously of at least equal complexity.

Thus, the direct optimization of (2.5) runs into the problem of computational intractability. To

overcome this, we focus on the case of a pixelated version of a and consider the relaxation of the

continuity constraints and the introduction of a set of auxiliary parameters to be estimated along
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with a. Specifically, we consider the problem of optimizing jointly with respect to the values of a

in all of the pixels and the values of the potential 4' along each interior edge for each experiment.

The criterion to be minimized is the sum of (2.5) and a term penalizing violations in the continuity

conditions across internal edges. More precisely, let bm y denote the potential function on the jth edge

of the mth square for the ith experiment. Here j = 1, 2, 3, 4 denote the 4 edges, numbered clockwise

starting from the top edge(see Figure 3). Similarly, let zmj denote the corresponding normal

derivative of the potential. Consider then the minimization over {am} and {I m 1,..., N2,

j 1, ..., 4, i = 1, ..., M of the following.

J1 = J (2.6)

M N-i N(t+l)-1

+ A Z |mZ 2-m+l+ 4
2

i=1 t=O m=tN+1

N-2 N(t+l)

+-- mE-tN Ia-m+NZm- N1112
t=O m=tN+l

Here the second term is the penalty term on discrepencies in currents across interior edges and A is

a parameter controlling the weight placed on this penalty term. As A -A oo, the solution to (2.6)

approaches our original ML solution.

Consider now the structure of (2.6). Note first that, thanks to the linearity of Laplace's equation,

each ZI is a linear function of the corresponding set of potentials b' , b' 2, bm ,, b4. Also Oi(

in (2.5) corresponds to nothing more than some of the z i , i.e. those along the exterior edges, and

a(s) is piecewise-constant with values equal to am for m corresponding to the pixels that touch r.

Thus, we see that with all of the i fixed, J1 is a quadratic function of {am}) while for a fixed set

of am values, J1 is quadratic in ({bm j. This suggests an algorithmic structure with two levels of

iterations: the outer level consists of the successive minimization of J1 for an increasing set of values

of A; the inner level minimizes J1 for a given value of A by alternately solving quadratic minimization

problems for the {am} and the { bi, } with the other set of variables fixed at the values obtained
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Figure 3: Normal Derivative and Potential Functions Defined on Edges of a Square(for simplicity
superscript experiment index i is not indicated)

at the previous step of the iteration.

A deeper examination of (2.6) shows that we can take the algorithmic structure we've described

one very important step further. Specifically, even though the core of the algorithm we've described

consists of unconstrained quadratic optimization problems, the apparent computational complexity

is still daunting given the dimensionality of these problems. This suggests that there may be benefit

in using a third level of iteration, e.g. Gauss-Seidel iterations in which we optimize a single A, or

b ,j keeping all other variables fixed. Not only is this feasible but the structure of (2.6) points to

some appealing symmetry that can be exploited. Specifically, from the viewpoint of any particular

pixel, we wish to estimate the constant conductivity in the pixel and the potentials on its edges for

all experiments by minimizing quadratic terms measuring the difference between the currents at the

boundaries(which are functions of the or's and b's of the pixel) and the currents predicted at these

boundaries by neighboring pixels. That is, in a Gauss-Seidel iteration with all variables fixed other

than those associated with one pixel, we have an extremely small optimization problem to choose
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a and the b's for the pixel to minimize the squared error between the resulting currents and the

"pseudo-measurements" of current from neighboring pixels. Furthermore, not only is this a small

problem, but it is essentially identical in structure for all squares and in fact this decomposition

suggests also a highly parallel, distributed algorithm in which processors associated with each pixel

interact only through the exchanging of present estimates of the pseudo-measurements needed by

neighboring processors. Note that the only differences in the problems as seen by each pixel comes

from the fact that some pixels are adjacent to the exterior boundary r. For such a pixel the b's

along edges coincident with r are known and the 'currents predicted by neighboring pixels" are the

actual measurements.

In the next subsection we discuss the details of algorithms having the structure we have just

described. As we will see, there is still substantial flexibility in how one performs the various levels

of iteration, and as we show later, certain variations produce considerably superior algorithms.

2.3 Algorithm at a Single Scale

To begin, we assume that we use a regular discretization scheme to solve (2.4) within each pixel

That is, we now assume that zi , and bi , are L-dimensional vectors, where L is the number of

sample points per pixel edge. In this case the discretization of (2.4) yields a linear relationship of

the following form.

(2.7)

,4 T4,1 T4,4 ( 4 (2.7)

where (2.7) represents the approximate solution of (2.4). Here each Tii is an L x L matrix(see

Appendix A).

We also assume now that our measurements are also samples along r, and we break up this

measurement set into subvectors corresponding to the exterior edges of our pixels. Specifically, let

ri,m denote the vector of measurements along that portion of the top of the unit square coincident

with pixel m(here m = 1, ..., N are the top-most pixels). Similarly, r',m is a vector corresponding



to pixel edges along the right side of the unit square(m = tN t = 1..., N), r3,i indexes the bottom

edges(m = N(N - 1) + 1, ..., N 2 ), and r',m the left-hand edges(m = 1 + (t - 1)N t = 1, ..., N). In

this framework the discretized version of (2.6) is

M

J1 = E(7 i + AA,) (2.8)
i=l

where

N 4

Tpi = iE lrZ,m mT -a ,Lb.nIl 2T
m=1 1=1

+ -E Ir2,Nt - aNt Tbt,l|12
t=1 1=1

N
2 4

+ I Ilrk m-a a T3,lbml 2

m=N(N-1)+1 I=l

N 4

+ E 1r41+(t-1)N-al+(t-1)N E T4,1b+(t-l)N,li11
t=l 1=1

and

N-1 N(t+l)-1 4 4

/i = E Eb t N - om+l E T4,lb,,+,,llj (2.9)
t=O m=tN+l I=1 1=1

N-2 N(t+l) 4 4

+ ET7 C E lcm. T 3,,lb I - ,Om+N TLbm,+N,gl i
t=O m=tN+1 1=1 1=1

Detailed examination of (2.8)-(2.9) shows that it has the structure we have indicated. Each pixel

contributes terms to J1 corresponding to the current along each of its edges. If an edge is exterior,

its term appears in Ti, while it appears in Ai if it is an interior edge. Note from (2.8) that y and

A enter in similar ways, representing the relative weights placed on matching the actual external

measurements or on matching currents across internal boundaries. If we then consider optimization

with respect to any individual am or bmji with all other variables fixed, we obtain a local and

relatively simple problem. For example the optimization for the scalar an depends only on a,,l,

an+l, an,-N, and On+N. Similar structure is present for the bi -optimization, although in this case
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we must solve an M-dimensional set of linear equationsl

There are a wide variety of ways in which one can imagine iterating among all of these variables.

One of the most obvious of these, which we refer to as "Algorithm 1", has exactly the structure

described in the previous subsection. That is, we fix the values of all of the a's or all of the b's and

optimize with respect to the other. We then reverse the roles of fixed and free variables and continue

in this alternating manner until convergence is achieved. In any one of these steps, the optimization

with respect to all the a's or all the b's is also achieved in an iterative manner; i.e. we sweep through

the set of variables optimizing with respect to one variable with all others fixed. This sweep is then

iterated until convergence is achieved. The convergence of each of these multi-sweep iterations(for

the a's and for the b's) can be readily established(see [31).

An alternative algorithm, which we refer to as Algorithm 2, alternates between single sweeps

of a,n, m = 1, ..., N 2 and {b, 2, b ,3); ie. we do not actually take to completion(or even near

completion) the minimization with respect to either set of variables with the other fixed. As we will

see, this algorithm appears to have superior performance in terms of number of operations required

until overall convergence is achieved. Note also that the locality of the individual optimizations

would also allow one to develop highly parallel versions of the these algorithms using appropriate

coloring schemes.

2.4 Algorithm at Multiple Scales

The main idea of our multi-resolution scheme is to compute efficiently the ML estimate of a at a

reasonably fine scale by computing estimates at a sequence of scales starting with a very coarse scale

then moving to successively finer scales. The algorithm to accomplish this essentially consists of the

following sequence of steps.

1. Compute a assuming constant a throughout the unit square.

iNote that there are actually far fewer free bf'i than might be apparent at first glance. Specifically, those on

exterior edges are given, while on interior edges, 4 is continuous, i.e. b',2 = b2+1,4, bt s = bm+,1.
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2. Subdivide each existing square into four equal squares. Initialize the value of a in each of these

four squares with the value of a computed for the larger square at the previous scale. Given

these initial oa, initialize the edge potential vectors by optimizing with respect to q.

3. Compute a, , using iterative and distributed algorithms described in the previous subsection.

4. If finer resolution is desired, repeat steps 2 and 3. Otherwise, stop.

Let us comment on the several aspects of this algorithm. Note first that at the coarsest scale,

i.e. where a is assumed to be constant throughout the unit square, there are no internal potentials

to be estimated; i.e. at this scale the estimate of a is the solution of a single, non-iterative scalar

least-squares problem. Note also that the iterations at any subsequent scale are initialized using

values of or at the preceding scale. This offers several potential advantages. First, assuming we

have done a good job at one scale, the initial guess for the next scale should be reasonably good, so

that the total number of iterations required at the higher resolution, where computations are more

complex, should be reduced. Also, the overall function to be optimized at the ultimate resolution

will in general have local minima. By 'guiding" the solution using estimates at coarser levels, one

may be able to avoid these. Also, even if finer-scale estimates degrade, this won't disrupt the quality

of the lower-resolution reconstructions.

In addition to the recursion in scale and the iterations required for ML estimation at any par-

ticular scale, there is also the question of increasing A. As we discuss later, there appear to be good

reasons for keeping A fixed and not increasing it to arbitrarily large values, ie. for never actually

enforcing the current constraints exactly. However, if increases in A are desired, one can implement

this in two different ways. In particular, as we originally described, one can incorporate a loop in

which A is increased from a small to a large value during the course of iterations at one scale. In

this case we increase A gradually in order to force the constraint of the PDE to be satsified more

and more with each iteration. Alternatively(or in addition), we can also imagine increasing A with
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Figure 4: Structure of the Multi-resolution Algorithm

each change in resolution, forcing current constraints to be more closely satisfied as we get to finer

resolutions. Figure 4 is a flow chart illustrating the main structure of the algorithm.

3 Analytical Estimates of Performance

In this section we explore the issue of estimation performance. Our first set of results pertain to a

fundamental question arising in our multi-scale formulation. Specifically, we examine the influence

of fine-scale variations in a on the estimate at a coarser scale. By linearizing the PDE, we derive

an analytical approximation to the bias and the mean-square error due to fine-scale fluctuations.

Numerical evaluation of this shows a significant level of robustness.

Our second set of results uses a similar linearization technique to evaluate the Cramer-Rao

bound for estimation at a particular scale. Numerical evaluation again shows a relative insensitivity

of performance to actual conductivity values.
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3.1 The Effect of Fine-Level Fluctuations

For the sake of simplicity we focus here on estimation at the coarsest scale; i.e. a is assumed to be

constant throughout the unit square when a actually varies at the next scale. As indicated in the

previous section, estimation at the coarsest scale is in fact a linear problem. Specifically, in this case

the potential Oi for each set of boundary conditions satisfies Laplace's equation (2.4) throughout

the unit square. Thus in this case the normal derivatives for each experiment

zi(S) - ", ser (3.1)

are independent of a and can be computed a priori. With a assumed to be constant in (2.3), the

ML estimate is seen to be
M

& = 7P E zi(s)ri(s)ds (3.2)
i=l

where P is the mean-square estimation error

P = [(or - )zi = I (s) Il2d (3.3)

Suppose now that we use the estimator of (3.2), where the zi(s) are computed assuming a

constant, but where in reality a varies at the next scale; ie. it takes on different values in each of

four smaller squares:

ao' = Ho+ao.j , j = 1,...,4 (3.4)

where ao is the background value that we would like to estimate at the coarsest scale.

In this case the actual normal derivatives of the potential are highly nontrivial and nonlinear

functions of the ai. However, as outlined in Appendix B, by linearizing the current continuity

constraints about the background Uo, we can compute a first-order approximation to the true normal

derivatives as functions of the Say and from this approximations to the bias and the mean-square

error in estimating ao- due to the unmodeled fluctuations {6aj}. Specifically, if we condition on ao,
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6al, ... , 6a4 and take the expectation over the noise, we find that an approximation to the bias in

our estimate is

E [(aoo- )lo, Sal,., 6a4,] $ s (3.5)

where , is given in (B.12). Also, since the estimator (3.2) is linear, the variance in the estimate is

unaffected by the 6a fluctuations. Thus, the mean-square error, conditioned on a particular set of

ra's, is approximately given by

E [(ro- a)2 1jo, 6,..., 6a4] 2 + P (3.6)

The quautitiy 8 in (3.5) and (3.6) is a quadratic function of the Sai's. Because of this simple

form it is conceptually straightforward to take an expectation over the 6ai's as well, now treating

them as random variables, to obtain approximations to the unconditional bias and mean-square

error. For example, suppose that the ofi's are independent, zero-mean and Gaussian with variance

q. Then from (3.5) and (B.12) we obtain

E [(ao - &)lo] E [Plao] = aq (3.7)

where al, given in (B.16), is a precomputable function of the experimental conditions and is in-

dependent of the background conductivity co. Also, from (3.6), (B.12), and the Gaussian moment

factoring formula, we see that

E [(ao - &)2 1ao] # e + P (3.8)

where

e E [ 21o] =a 2 q + a3 q (3.9)

The precomputable coefficients a2 and as3 are given in (B.17) and (B.18).

Numerical experimentation with this problem indicates a significant level of robustness for the

coarse-scale estimator(see [31 for details). In particular, consider a single experiment with y = 1 and
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boundary conditions

sin(2irz) y = 1, 0 < < 1
-sin(27ry) 0 < y < 1, (3.10)
-sin(27rz) y =O, 0 < •z< 1
- sin(27ry) 0 < y < 1, z = O

In this case we find that al -4.57e - 12 indicating that at least to first order the bias in our

estimate is extremely small. Indeed Monte Carlo simulation results in [3] indicate that the true bias

is only a few tenths of one percent of ao even for rather large fluctuations; e.g. for plao as large as

30% where

P-= V/ (3.11)

Since the bias effect of fine-level fluctuations is small, we focus attention on their effect on the

mean-square error. Note in particular that the expression in (3.8) decomposes the mean-square error

into 2 terms, one(e) due entirely to the fine-scale fluctuations and one(P) due solely to the presence

of additive measurement noise. One meaningful comparison of the sizes of these two terms can be

accomplished by comparing the plots of each versus some appropriate measure of the 'size" of the

effect causing the error.

Consider first the term due solely to measurement noise. It is convenient to plot the percentage

rms error, i.e. vri/0o versus the signal-to-noise ratio(SNR), or its recipricol, where

SNR - signal rms
noise strength

From the measurement model (2.3) we have, for the general case of M experiments, the definition

1 M-i
SNR= -c4M , L Iz,(s)l Ids) V/ (3.13)

where we have used the fact that we are assuming i to be constant; here z° denotes the boundary

normal derivative for the ith experiment assuming that a is constant. Then, combining (3.3), (3.12),

and (3.13), we see that

)SNR (3.14)
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Figure 5: Plots of VP/0o vs. (SNR) - 1 and of Va/oa vs. p/lao, the Fine-level Distortion

In the case of the term due to finer-level fluctuations, we can plot / versus the percentage ofGO0

fine-level rms fluctuation, .E.

Figure 5 displays the results of such a comparison. To obtain these results P was computed using

(3.3) but e was estimated via Monte Carlo simulation rather than via use of our linearized analysis.

This plot allows us to determine the ranges of parameter values over which each of the two terms

is dominant. For example at an SNR of 5 the fine-level distortion must be nearly 40% in order to

cause an error of size equal to the noise effect. On the other hand for an SNR of 20, the fine-level

effect becomes dominant for -P less than 10%. Note also that this plot suggests that in assessing

coarse-level estimator performance we can interpret the effect of these finer-level fluctuations as a

reduction in the effective SNR.

3.2 The Cramer-Rao Bound at a Single Scale

In the case of additive Gaussian noise, as in our problem, the Cramer-Rao lower bound is based on

a linearized analysis of estimator performance. It is possible in our case to compute this bound by
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solving a linearized version of the original PDE similar to that arising in the analysis of the preceding

section. Specifically, consider the analysis of the performance in estimating a when it is assumed to

take on different values in each of 4 sub-squares. Let a denote the vector of the four values of a.

Then our measurements (2.3) are of the form

ri(s) = hi(g,s)+vi(s) , i=1,...,M (3.15)

where the measurement function hi is defined implicitly through (2.3) and the solution of Laplace's

equation in each square with the required current continuity constraints between squares. The

Cramer-Rao bound at any hypothesized value a0 in this case is given by

E [(O - )(a ° -_ )'] > J-' (3.16)

where & is any unbiased estimate, and

J = E| [Vh(,s)] [Vhi(, ds (3.17)

where
avh, (u°,,)

Vh. (z0, a) (3.18)
3Vhh (aoe)

Appendix C outlines how the computation of this gradient can be accomplished by solving PDE's

for the individual sensitivities in (3.18).

In 13] the Cramer-Rao bound is displayed for a number of different examples and a number of

conclusions can be drawn from these numerical results. The first is that, based on a variety of tests,

the bound appears to be relatively insensitive to the particular choice of the nominal conductivity

vector cr° . A second is that for experiment sets that are symmetric in that they probe all parts of

the unit square equally, the errors in estimating the four values of a are essentially uncorrelated.

For example, the bound for the case of a constant nominal, a ° = r = s = a ° = 1, and SNR = 1,
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is

3.213024e - 02 -4.489673e -04 -4.489673e -04 1.769225e-05
-4.489673e - 04 3.213024e - 02 1.769223e - 05 -4.489673e - 04
-4.489673e - 04 1.769223e - 05 3.213024e - 02 -4.489673e - 04
1.769225e - 05 -4.489673e - 04 -4.489673e - 04 3.213024e - 02

The corresponding matrix of correlation coefficients is

1 -1.397336e - 02 -1.397336e - 02 5.506416e - 04
-1.397336e -02 1 5.50641e - 04 -1.397336e - 02
-1.397336e-02 5.50641e - 04 1 -1.397336e - 02
5.506416e- 04 -1.397336e- 02 -1.397336e- 02 1

As we would expect the correlation between the errors in squares one and four is less than that of

squares one and two due to the proximities of the squares; however, all of these correlations are

small. Similarly, consider the case of 16 independent experiments each consisting of a single impulse

in the boundary potential with the location of the impulse being one of 16 points symmetrically

distributed about the boundary. In this case, with same constant nominal value of 1 and SNR = 1,

we find

2.023046e - 03 -3.557312e - 05 -3.557306e - 05 1.224941e - 06
-3.557312e - 05 2.023046e - 03 1.22494e - 06 -3.557306e - 05
-3.557306e - 05 1.22494e - 06 2.023046e - 03 -3.557312e - 05
1.224941e - 06 -3.557306e - 05 -3.557312e - 05 2.023046e - 03

The corresponding matrix of correlation coefficients is

1 -1.758394e-02 -1.758391e-02 6.054933e-04
-1.758394e - 02 1 6.054928e- 04 -1.758391e-02
-1.758391e - 02 6.054928e - 04 1 -1.758394e - 02
6.054933e- 04 -1.758391e- 02 -1.758394e -02 1

Comparing (3.19), (3.20) with (3.21), (3.22) we see that (a) the variances in the 16 experiment case

are roughly 1/16 those of the 1 experiment example, which is what one would expect from simple

linear analysis and our definition of SNR(which is actually an average SNR per experiment). Also,

the correlations in the two examples are quite similar and small.

Another conclusion one can draw from our analysis is illustrated in the following example in

which we have only a single potential impulse in the upper-left corner. The corresponding bound
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for the same aO and SNR of 1 is

7.813642c-03 0.15047 0.15047 0.26502
0.15047 38631.4 265.971 12691.5
0.15047 265.971 38631.4 12691.5
0.26502 12691.5 12691.5 2.897401e + 05

The following is the corresponding matrix of correlation coefficients.

1 8.660616e - 03 8.660616e- 03 5.569841e-03
8.660616e - 03 1 6.884837e - 03 0.11996 (3.24)
8.660616e-03 6.884837e-03 1 0.11996
5.569841e- 03 0.11996 0.11996 1

Notice JTjl • J-21 < JZ41. This indicates that the performance degrades in rather dramatic fashion

away from the location in which experimental energy is concentrated. Note also, the larger corre-

lation between errors in squares away from the one in which the impulse is located. This suggests

some difficulty in separately estimating these conductivities. We will see a much more dramatic

example of this in the next section.

4 Numerical Results of Algorithm Performance

In this section we exercise the algorithms described in Section 2 in order to illustrate several impor-

tant points. In these examples we use synthetic data generated using a 16-square parametrization of

a and a set of 16 experiments consisting of individual impulse excitations at 16 locations distributed

uniformly around the boundary(see [31 for discussion of the generation of this data). Note that at

this scale there are four interior squares which are not in contact with the outer boundary on which

measurements are taken.

Finally, recall that in describing our algorithms there was the issue of the choice or method of

adjustment for the penalty-term weighting A. Aspects of this problem are addressed in Section 4.3.

In the first two subsections, however, we use noise-free data in order to investigate two other issues,

and in these cases we fix A to be equal to y.
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4.1 Comparison of Algorithms 1 and 2

The core portion of the iterative solution to the estimation problem at any particular scale consists

of two types of minimization steps - minimizing with respect to a given fixed values of internal edge

potentials and minimizing with respect to these edge potentials with the a values held fixed. While

each of these is an unconstrained quadratic minimization problem which in principle could be solved

without iteration, the algorithms described in Section 2 use Gauss-Seidel sweeps through the various

components to overcome dimensionality problems. Algorithm 1, as described in Section 2, carries

each such Gauss-Seidel iteration to completion before switching to the optimization with respect to

the other variable set. Algorithm 2, in contrast, makes a single Gauss-Seidel sweep through each set

of variables and then switches to the other. A fundamental question is: which is better; i.e. does it

pay to carry each o- or i-iteration to completion or only to perform each partially?

Our method for answering this question involved the comparison of convergence rates using a

noiseless data set run at the finest 16-square scale. The specific set of true conductivity values used

is given in Table 1. In order to initialize the iterations at this scale for both Algorithms 1 and 2

we use as the starting point for a the average of the true a at a four-square scale; e.g. the initial

value of a in each of the 4 upper-left-hand squares was taken to be the average of the corresponding

4 values in Table 1. Note that this represents the ideal initialization from the preceding scale. For

56.7142 92.8996 102.77 100
117.513 68.5311 110.48 133
140.345 64.9578 122.151 86.9013
134.194 106.852 100 135.18

Table 1: True a for Section 4.1

each algorithm we iterate until the average percentage error of the inner squares reaches a certain

certain level2, and then compare the number of iterations required for each algorithm to meet this
2We use the performance of the inner squares as our criterion since the errors there dominate the errors of the

outer squares.
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Figure 6: Log-log Plot of Total Number of o Iterations Performed For 4 Different Percentage Error
Criteria

percentage error criterion. We do this for several levels of the percentage error at which iterations

are terminated.

For the case of Algorithm 2 a single iteration is well defined; i.e. an iteration consists of one

sweep with respect to a and one sweep with respect to 4. For the case of Algorithm 1 a single

iteration consists of two sub-iterations, one for a and one for 4. The number of iterations involved

in each of these sub-iterations is the number required for convergence in each case, and the condition

for such convergence must be specified. With respect to a we take adequate convergence to be the

point in the iteration at which the percentage change of a in the inner squares falls below a certain

threshold. With respect to 4 we take adequate convergence to be the point in the iteration at which

the percentage change in 4 along the edges of the inner squares falls below a certain threshold. In

our examples we take the value of the threshold to be .0001 for both cases.

Figure 6 is a log-log plot of the total number of a iterations required by each Algorithm in order

to meet the following 4 percentage error criteria: .5, .05, .005, .00053. Figure 6 is a log-log plot of

the total number of 4) iterations required by each for the same set of percentage error criteria.

3These percentage errors are expressed in absolute units rather than in units of percent. We will henceforth adhere
to this convention.
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These plots indicate that for percentage errors down to approximately .001 Algorithm 2 performs

better than Algorithm 1. For percentage errors lower than this, however, Algorithm 1 performs

better than Algorithm 2, but the difference in performance at this level error is small What this

indicates is that if noise levels are sufficient so that such fine a level of accuracy is unachievable,

Algorithm 2 is superior. In extremely low noise, however, where extremely accurate optimization is

desired, one would do better with a hybrid scheme - ie. beginning with Algorithm 2-type iterations

with a gradual increase in the number of sweeps performed in each individual o- or +-iteration.

4.2 Initialization Using Coarse Scale Information

An important aspect of our algorithm is the use of coarse-scale information to assist finer-level

estimation. In this section we investigate the value of this information by examining its influence

on the number of iterations required to compute estimates at the 16-square scale. Specifically, we

consider the application of Algorithm 2(with . fixed at 1) to noise-free data generated using the

true cu image of Table 2. The different cases looked at were
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10.5 12.5 105 75
9.5 7.5 95 125
95 80 15 10.6
105 120 5 9.4

Table 2: True a for Section 4.2

1. Initialization with information at the preceding scale. In this case the initial values of o were

taken to be constant over 2 x 2 sets of squares of the 16-square image, with values on each

2 x 2 set equal to the average of the true a values over that region. Specifically, the initial

condition corresponding to Table 2 consisited of a value of 10 in the upper-left 2 x 2 set of

squares and in the lower-right set and a value of 100 in the two other 2 x 2 sets of squares.

2. Initialization using information at the next coarsest scale. In this case the initial value of a in

each of the 16 squares was set to 55, the average of the values in Table 2.

3. Random initialization. In the two examples illustrated here in Figure 8, the random initial

a was obtained by choosing the 16 values to be independent and identically distributed with

mean 100 and standard deviation of 40.

Figure 8 represents the results of this comparison. Here we compare the average percentage

error in the four inner squares at the end of each iteration. The iterations were terminated once

this average fell below 5%. These examples support the claim that the coarse-to-fine algorithmic

structure offers potential computational savings in terms of the number of iterations that need to

be performed at computationally expensive fine scales.

4.3 Performance of the Overall Algorithm and the Issue of Well-Posedness

In [3] a variety of tests on the entire hierarchical algorithm4 , estimating in sequence at constant,

4-square, and 16-square scales, are described. Some of the major observations and conclusions from

this study are described here. The specific set of true a-values used is given in Table 3 where we show

4In all these tests Algorithm 2 was used throughout.
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104.531]

83.9145 111.563

111.587 111.058

56.7142 92.8996 102.77 100

117.513 68.5311 110.48 133
140.345 64.9578 122.151 86.9013
134.194 106.852 100 135.18

Table 3: True a for Section 4.3; 3 Separate Scales

the true 16-square set of a-values and the true 4-square and constant values obtained by averaging

the true values at the corresponding scale.

A first set of experiments performed involved the use of noise-free data with x fixed at 1. In this

case, one would expect perfect estimation(up to computer accuracy) at the 16-square scale but not

at coarser scales, thanks to the analysis in Section 3.1. In this example a fractional error of .25 was

obtained at the coarsest scale, while errors ranging in magnitude from .05 to .17 were observed at the

4-square scale, with larger errors occuring in the two left-hand 2 x 2 blocks in which there is greater

fluctuation at the finest scale. An additional point that was observed was that convergence at the

finest scale required a considerable number of iterations. While values of a in the outer 12 squares

converge quickly, convergence is much slower in the 4 inner squares, indicative of the conditioning

of the inversion problem.

A number of experiments were also run using noise-corrupted measurements. The two major

points at issue were the inclusion of iterations to enforce the current constraints, ie. an iteration

loop in which A is increased, and the accuracy in estimating a in the inner squares. The first major

conclusion is that increasing A, i.e. decreasing A from a value of 1, has little effect on estimation

performance. For example, at an SNR of 50dB, an average fractional error of .08 is achieved in the

four inner squares with i = 1, and the gradual increasing of A by 4 orders of magnitude changes

this by something less than .01.
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A second and not terribly surprising conclusion is that estimation performance in the four inner

squares is considerably worse than that in the 12 outer squares that are in direct contact with the

measurements. This effect is illustrated in Figure 9. Here we have plotted three distinct fractional

errors as a function of SNR. In particular el and E2 are, respectively, the average errors in the outer

and inner squares, respectively:

el = 1 E [(a - 2] (4.1)

E2 4 {E E[(oi _ d2] } (4.2)

where

oe {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 8, 9, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16} (4.3)

and

is {6, 7, 10, 11} (4.4)
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The plots of 1L and 00 in Figure 9 indicate the difficulty in resolving the estimate of a in the

inner squares. This suggests that it may be better to estimate these interior values at a coarser

scale, since fine-level variations are essentially unobservable from the measurements. To examine

this, we have considered taking the average of the estimates in the 4 inner squares as an estimate of

the corresponding average of the true a-values. The statistic e3 defined by

er e={[ 4e f te )r (4.5)

represents the root-mean-square value of the resulting estimation error. As can be seen in Figure 9

performance in estimating this coarser-scale quantity is superior to e2 and approaches e1 at high

enough SNR!

5 Conclusions

In this paper we have presented a way of controlling the large number of degrees of freedom in an

inverse conductivity problem by estimating the conductivity at various spatial scales, starting from

coarse scales then going to fine. By taking advantage of the structure of the physical equations

we have developed an algorithm that, at each scale, consists of a sequence of highly parallelizable

relaxation schemes. We have demonstrated the success of this algorithm on synthetic data as well as

investigated various algorithmic and analytic issues that relate to the performance of our method.

Two variations of our algorithmic paradigm suggest themselves. The first, suggested by the results

in Section 4, is the development of algorithms for inversion in which different resolutions are used

in different spatial regions. The second is more speculative and concerns the development of true

multi-grid-style algorithms in which there are fine-to-coarse as well as coarse-to-fine iterations. In

particular the algorithm as we have presented it involves the solution and inversion of a very accurate

approximation of Laplace's equation in each sub-square at each scale. It would seem plausible that

one might use a much coarser approximate solution within each square, relying on finer scales to
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correct coarse-scale approximation errors, as is typically done in multi-grid solutions of forward

problems[2][6].

A Appendix: A Discretized Dirichlet to Neumann Map

A critical component of all of our analysis is the use of a mapping from boundary potentials(Dirichlet

conditions) on a square to the normal derivatives(Neumann conditions) of the potential on the

boundary, when the potential satisfies Laplace's equation within the square. In this appendix we

describe a discretized version of this mapping which yields explicitly the block matrix defined in

(2.7).

Consider a square with edges of length a and with boundary potential given by

bi(z) O< _<a y=a
b2 (X) O<y_ a x=a (A.1)

= b3(y) O < < a y=O (A.1)
.b4(y) 0< y<a z=0

The solution to Laplace's equation within the square is then given by([ll)

(Xy)( E2gl(m)sin())sinh( y) (A.2)
c o

m=1

m=l
00

+ (m) sin(-) sinh(-(a -y))

oom= 1

+ E 64(m) sinh( (a - )) sin( mry
m=l

where

bk(m) = asinh(m), fo bk(s)sin("-')ds , k-= 1,2,3,4 (A.3)

The corresponding normal derivative functions along each of the four edges are given by

zi(2) = (, a) (A.4)

a2
Z2(y) = (,y)
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aoZ3 (X) = ay (o, )

Z4 (y) = a (O y)

Note that while zl and z2 are outward pointing normal vectors, zs and z4 point inward. This

convention was chosen so that currents across common internal boundaries of adjacent squares

would be defined in the same direction.

Using (A.2) and (A.4), we can obtain explicit expressions for the normal derivatives. To obtain

a discretized version of this relationship between boundary potentials and normal derivatives, we

(a) sample each zi expression at N equally-spaced points along each edge and (b) replace the

infinite sums in (A.2) by finite sums and the continuous transforms of (A.3) by N-point discrete sine

transforms of N equally-spaced samples of each bk(see [3] for details). The result is a relationship

between the sampled b's and z's of the form of (2.7), which we can now give explicitly as

Z2 A o D fit.o -So b (A.5)
Z(3 S. H. -D it. b3 (A.5)
z4 Ho So Hto -D b4

where the N x 1 vectors bk and Zk are the samples of the corresponding boundary potential and

boundary normal derivative functions. The N x N blocks appearing in (A.5) are defined by the

following:

S,j= sin( ijr) (A.6)

D = DS (A.7)

D(, j) = 2jr cosh(jr) sin(#+'f )
a(N + 1) sinh(jyr)

So = SoS (A.8)

S.(ij) 2jfrsin(+i-)
a(N + 1) sinh(jr)

Ho = )oS (A.9)
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2jir sinh( N-+1 )
Mo(i, Y) Na(N + 1) sinh(jir)

Ht, = )toS (A.10)

2jr sinh(jir(1 -
Xt.o(i,j) 

ar (N + 1) sinh(jpr)

fo = o$s (A.11)

2jir cos(jir) sinh( i')
= a(N + 1) sinh(jrr)

ito = ktoS (A. 12)
5 * j) = 2jircos(j7r)sinh(jr(1- ))

ca(N + 1) sinh(jir)

B Appendix: Effect of Fine Level Fluctuations on Coarse
Estimates

In this appendix we outline the steps in a linearized analysis to determine the effect of fine-level

fluctuations on coarse-level estimates. For simplicity in the discussion we assume that we have a

single experiment so that we can omit the subscript i in our development.

Suppose then that we consider the estimator described in Section 3.1 that assumes that a is

constant throughout the unit square. To emphasize that this is an idealized assumption we rewrite

this estimate(see (3.2)) as

a = 7P | zo(s)ri(s)ds (B.1)

where the superscript "0" denotes that this is a quantity computed assuming that a is constant

throughout; i.e. in this case z 0 depends only on the applied boundary condition and not on a.

Suppose, however, that a takes on different values, as given in (3.4), in each of the four subsquares
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of the unit square. In this case the actual measurements are

r(s) = ((a + 8a(s))(zO(s) + 8z(s)) + v(s) (B.2)

where S6(s) takes on one of the four 6ai values corresponding to the sub-square in which the

boundary point s is located. Here 6z(s) represents the perturbation in the normal derivative z(s)

caused by the varying a.

Substituting (B.2) into (B.1) and using the expression for P(see (3.3)), we find that

0a0 - = -7-P f z(s) [z0(s)6(s) + ao6z(s) + 6a(s)6z(s)] ds - yP z(s)v(s)ds (B.3)

the second term in (B.3) is the term due to the presence of measurement noise which is the same

whether or not there are fine-level fluctuations, while it is the first term on which we wish to

concentrate now. In order to do this, we must obtain an expression for 6z(s) in terms of the 86's,

and it is here that we perform our linearization.

Recall that in the case in which a is piecewise-constant, the physics of the problem reduces to

Laplace's equation within each sub-square and current continuity at internal boundaries. Note that

in the 4-square case we have 4 separate current constraints for the 4 internal edges. For example

alZl,2 = 2z2,4 (B.4)

However,

Cl = o+ 6
(l , (a2 = o0+6(2 (B.5)

and

Z1 ,2 = ° + 6z1 ,2 , Z2,4 - z ° + 6Z2,4 (B.6)

Note that we that we have the same z in 1 ,2 and Z2,4 since for the nominal condition of a constant, z is

continuous across this edge. Then, substituting (B.5), (B.6) into (B.4) and linearizing by neglecting

the second-order (Sa)(6z)-terms, we obtain the following expression.

6ZI,2- 6z2 ,4 # Z (6a2 - 6 1 ) (B.7)
0
o
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Similarly, we find that

6z2,S - 6z4,1 V ao(6o4- 602) (B.8)

Z3s,l - 6Z, 3s ((ral - 6as3) (B.9)

-Z4,4-Z,2 # 4 .(6a3 - 6a4) (B.10)

What we now have is the following linear problem to solve:

* Laplace's equation holds for the perturbation to the potential in each sub-square

* The perturbation to the potential, 6bi,i, on the outer boundary r is zero(since the potential

on this boundary is the fixed experimental boundary condition).

* We are given the difference in the perturbed normal derivative across the internal boundaries

(B.7)-(B.10).

· We wish to compute the perturbation 6z(s) along the exterior boundary, i.e. ser.

It is not difficult to check that this is a well-posed problem, and, thanks to its linearity and the

linearity of (B.7)-(B.10) in the 6ai, that we can then express the desired 6z(s) in the form

1 4

6z(s) # -E fk(8)6al (B.11)
k=l

where the fk(s) are functions of z0 but not ao(see (B.7)-(B.10)). The method used in [3] to evaluate

this numerically is as follows. From (2.7) we know that when we use our discretized numerical

solution to Laplace's equation, there is a linear relationship(namely (2.7)) between the discretized

versions of the 6z's and 6b's on the boundaries of each sub-square. However, many of the 6b's are

zero; indeed only the 4 6b vectors corresponding to the 4 internal edges are nonzero. Also, we have

4 sets of constraints in (B.7)-(B.10). This allows us to solve for the 6b's in terms of the right-hand

sides of (B.7)-(B.10) and then we can use (2.7) to solve for the 6z's on the outer edges. See [3] for

details in which these steps are carried out explicitly using a particular numerical scheme.
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Given (B.3) and (B.11) we can now obtain an approximation to the conditional bias in our

estimate due to fine-level fluctuations. Specifically,

E[(ao-&8)a0, Sal,...6a 4] A i (B.12)

-P Zo(S) [Z (s)65(s) + E fk()6ak +de E sk() ] d
Pe ff + T0 k=l (s)Sak]

Extending this to the case of M experiments indexed by i and introducing some simplifying notation

we have

p E- f oZi(s) [Z (s)(s) fj,( � + es) fi,k(s)6aa] ds (B.13)
~P i=1 fk=l (7o k=l

4 4 4

=Z E jtSaj + EZ Vksl.Sak'
j=1 k= l=1

where P is computed from (3.3) with zi° replacing zj and

i = [ Izi(s)l 2 ds + zi(s)fi,j(s)ds] (B.14)

k,, , = - I | (s)f/,G(s)ds (B.15)

where r i is the protion of r contained in the jth square. Note also that the linearization coeffi-

cient functions fi,k(s) are generally different for different experiments as they are a function of the

boundary conditions.

Suppose now that the 6ai are independent, zero-mean Gaussian random variables with variance

q. Then we immediately see that E[,B] has the form given in (3.7), with

4

a1 = -7YP E Vkk (B.16)
k=l

Furthermore, using Gaussian moment properties, we find that e in (3.8), (3.9) does have the indicated

form, with

a 2 = 72p 2 (B.17)
j=1
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k= 1=1

C Appendix: Measurement Sensitivity Computations

In this appendix we outline the steps involved in calculating the sensitivities required in computing

the Cramer-Rao bound described in Section 3.2. These sensitivities are needed for each individual

experiment and thus we focus on a single experiment and drop the experiment index i. From (2.3)

and (3.15) we have that

h(, s) = (s)z(s) , ser1)
= aiz(s) , sery, j =1,...,4

where the normal derivative z(s) is an implicit function of a and rj is the portion of r in the jth of

the 4 sub-squares.

For simplicity we focus on the sensitivity with respect to al, as the others are obtained in an

analogous fashion. From (C.1) we then have that

ah(ao,s) f z0 (a) + o, s_ erC.2

zo' (81 ) ser,, j=2,3,4 (.2)

Here z°(s) is the normal derivative function when the conductivity profile is given by cr, and a is

the sensitivity of this profile with respect to al. The first of these z°(s) can be computed directly by

solving Laplace's equation within each of the 4 sub-squares with the given outer boundary potential

and with the following continuity constraints on internal boundaries:

00 00 0.3)
.1 Z1,2 = 22,4 (C.3)

00 00
a2z2 ,3 = 4 Z, 1

00 00
0 3 z3, 1 -- 1 1 ,3

0 00
0.4 Z4, 4 = Cr3 Z3, 2
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Differentiating with respect to ao then yields the PDE to be solved in order to compute a-: we solve

Laplace's equation in each square with zero outer boundary conditions and the following constraints

on the internal boundaries:

azo 0 o(C.4)Zoa + 2, 0 Zi~ i

0r2 a = 4 a

o az3l a 1,3
O'0 al Z1,3 + a 0

0azo4 a__,
17i aor, 0`3 ao

Thus the only driving terms in this PDE are the z?, 2 and z°,3 terms in (C.4), which are obtained

from the solution associated with (C.3).

We refer the reader to [3] for a detailed description of explicit computations(again involving the

discrete mapping(2.7)) that allow one to determine the desired sensitivities numerically.
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